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There seems to be widespread popular agreement that Johnny can't read or speak any better today than he did forty years ago. Some persons have been brutal enough to remind us that we have trained many generations of his teachers. We must confront the fact, too, that our escape slogan hasn't produced results. The slogan of forty years?Every teacher should be a teacher of English. The stark, awful fact is that he is not, and it seems highly improbable that he is going to be. Because the scientist beiieves that only he is responsible for subject matter, he is fair-minded enough to believe that only we are the proper teachers of the communication skills.
Subject Matter of Rhetoric
The history, the theory, and the practice of rhetorical discourse tell us plainly what to do. Rhetoric has a subject matter which no other disci--pline has or wants to claim today.
It is the thought, opinion, and information revealed in the great, persisting, and unresolved problems of a civilization and culture. They are the problems of war and peace, race and creed, poverty, wealth, and population, of democracy and communism. They have many faces and present many aspects from generation to generation. Specific issues arise on which we must take decision from time to time. One day it is Suez, anoth, r Cuba. One week it is the Congo, another it is the plight of the American farmer or the railroads. One decade it is symbolist literature, another abstract art. On these subjects the experts as well as the many take sides. These subjects constitute the materials of a wide-flung dialectic and rhetoric which are, and should be, the intellectual property of every good citizen. They are also the property of rhetoric precisely because everybody deals with them in language symbols and forms. In them idea and language are compounded as inextricably as stimulus and response.
If our teaching is to produce the results we intend, these are the materials with which to associate grammar, the principles of composition, the techniques of style and delivery, the principles of logical analysis and argument, and the methods of exposition. Such materials the student and citizen encounter every day as speaker and audience, writer or reader, learner and critic.
In returning to such subject matter we need not worry about superficiality of idea and opinion. Our efforts could hardly render public discussion more shallow than it is. Experience shows us, moreover, that students upon getting interested in a subject dig into the more specialized sources of information. The morality of the communicator will not bother persons who believe that rhetoric is a tool and, like logic, bears no ethic in itself. The morality, so the argument runs, is a function of the character of the communicator, not 'of the art. But this view overlooks a basic fact: that rhetoric is an art, and like any art it involves much more than skill. Central to art is the power of the artist's coriceptions--his ability to select his effects and purposes, to search for all available materials, and to choose and mold them to the task at hand. The power of invemion is the soul of any art. It is likewise the soul of the art of practical discourse.
The Ethk of Discourse
When one sees rhetoric as an .art rather than as an amoral tool, he is Firsts one looks primarily at the means which a communicator uses to achieve his end. The means of doing something give rise to methods and techniques. From these are formulated .
the standards of production and conduct which govern the artist, or in our case the communicator. To find the standards of practical discourse one turns to the theorists on rhetoric and to those regarded as the best writers and speakers, past and present. Once the standards are recognized, the proper question can be asked of a communication: How well did the communicator measure up to the standards which apply to the case in question?
It is the quality of the production judged as a whole which counts. and the art of government. We cannot here describe the ideals and state the directives for public discourse that they imply. Teachers must search for themselves. We can only hint at the kind of ethic they will find. If, for example, they discover that democracy assumes the dignity and worth of the individual, that he is the ultimate source of power in the democratic state, that he is supposed to be educable, and that his education depends on knowledge and information disseminated widely and freelyif they discover such doctrines surely an ethic of public address will assert ideals congenial with the doctrines. The ideals will concern the knowledge and equipment. of the communicator, the kind of respect he owes an audience and his obligations to it. It will emphasize truth-telling. It will condemn distortion of ideas and facts and the suppression of significant information.
Writing and Speaking
Teachers who become committed to an art of practical and popular discourse will not w-rry over dubious and jurisidictional distinctions between writmg and speaking. They will respect both language that is addressed to the eye and language addressed to the ear. A number of traditionally bothersome questions will seem pointless. We mention but two: Which is superior, writing or spealdng? Are there significant and useful distinctions between written style and oral style?
The ends of practical discourse and the methods approiThiate to them provide the correct perspective for an examination of style. If the ends of discourse may be designated in broad terms as understanding and persuasion, ., the essential task in any particular communication is to find ways of achieving the end. The choice of the mediumthat is, whether to write or speakis a subsidiary matter. The medium doubtless influences style and its techniques. Yet the purpose and method of a composition wield larger and more significant effects on style than the medium. They influence the composition as a whole, determine its parts, and account for interaction of parts with each other and the whole. They are the true sources of energy, force, and movement of the whole and set its tone and temper. Indeed, the pervasive influence of purpose and method extends to the narrowest aspects of style, even to the mechanics f handling the sentence. On the other hand, it is doubtful whether the mastery of stylistic mechanics has any significant effect upon the larger, more organic aspects of style. In a word, the whole has ever been stronger than its parts. In redoubling our efforts to make Johnny more literate, are we 
